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KOTAKINABALU Sex education sows confusion in the minds

of children about the validity of the concept of right and wrong
Dr Ligaya A Acosta who is Executive Director of Asia

Oceania Hegion of Human Life International HLI Pro Life
Missionaries to the World made this observation in her talks
on the delusion and destruction of comprehensive sex educa
tion to counselors parents and youth here
Headquartered in the United States HLI is the largest

international pro life pro family and pro woman organisation
in the world Presently it works in 105 countries HLI organ
ises worldwide pro life anti abortion missionaries to help pro
mote pro life views and stop abortion in all areas of the world

Dr Ligaya who is based in the Philippines said those who
promote contraceptives and sterilisation services are not pro life

Sex education presents only one moral absolute the use
of contraceptives without cautioning users of their horrible
consequences I am strongly against comprehensive sex edu
cation that teaches children about using condoms or contra
ceptive pills or the IUD Intra Uterine Device because they
will experiment with them
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If you put your car key on the table don t you think the
children will go driving It is the same with comprehensive sex
education so I would advise that we learn the facts and revert
to the basics she told Daily Express after her talk on Love
Sex Marriage to members of the Sabah Catholic Group

She was invited by counsellor Anthony Lim on behalf of the
Catholic Archdiocese of Kota Kinabalu

Dr Ligaya cautioned against the use of IUD which was
banned in the US a long time ago Describing this as a device
of death she said it potentially kills one s baby because of its
abortifacient effect It causes constant inflammation and
infection in the uterus and endometrial lining and Can perfo
rate the womb She called for the stopping of the comprehen
sive sex education programme

Educators are already starting such education with chil
dren from age five to 12 They are not interested in sex at this
period where their creativeness and potentials are being har
nessed So don t disturb them with sex education because it
will cause harm to their bodies

On reproductive health the social activist noted thatwhen this
topic is taught not only the Fallopian Tube is shown but also the
drawings of reproductive organs explaining what takes place

So what are we teaching our children You need to tell
them that You are actually teaching them to experiment—
this is the way to do it I think it s evil So reproductive health
is not a solution but the cause of the problem at hand

When told that Malaysia is starting sex education in schools
Dr Ligaya said what we need to teach the children is chastity

It is important for them to know the sanctity of sex and
that human sexuality is not just for pleasure It is actually a
gift from God which is reserved for married people alone

So we need to go back to the basics teach the children the
truth about human sexuality not comprehensive sex educa
tion she suggested

However she believes that sex education is something that
should be taught only by parents because it is the latter who
know their children very well Parents don t have to tell their
children everything just like what is being taught in schools
where everything is being given to the children without even
taking into consideration their level of development It is grad
ual and only the parents would know that

Earlier in her presentation Dr Ligaya said everyone has to
know that IPPF International Planned Parenthood Federation
is the Number One abortionist organisation in the world She
blamed IPPF s promotion of sexual and reproductive health in
schools for unwanted pregnancies leading to abortions

We have to expose what they are doing because our
Governments think that they are really a good organisation
because they IPPF give us a lot of funding And I would like
to repeat it again and again she said
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IPPF is a worldwide movement of national organisations
providing reproductive health and family plannihg services in
over 180 countries It is a leading advocate of sexual and
reproductive health and rights for all by empowering today s
generation and the next worldwide

Dr Ligaya also took exception to IPPF s introduction of the
Morning After Pill in Malaysia and all over the world

You take it after sex it is meant to kill the baby so it s
actually an abortifacient Women who are taking it don t even
know it has a lot of side effects

Morning After Pill is more potent 50 times more potent
than the pill That is why we need to expose this

She claimed that government organisations and non govern
mental organisations NGOs have fallen into the trap of IPPF

This is because they use deceptive terms like reproductive
health Reproductive health is a fallacy it is not about health
but a marketing term for abortion Definitely it is a demonic
agenda on the part of IPPF which all of us should condemn
We have been deceived
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And in fact Hillary Clinton admitted that reproductive
health includes abortion You can also see that in the World

Health Organisation WHO Mapual Our evidence is their
own material and what is posted on their own websites

The Pro Life activist further claimed that some doctors in

Sabah were trained by IPPF to carry out abortions
PPFA Planned Parenthood Federation of America is the

nations leading sexual and reproductive health care provider and
advocate PPFA promotes abortion as a safe and legal way for
women to end pregnancy birth control and morning after pill and
shows on its website how condoms work among other aspects

The truth is countries that legalise abortion started with
sex education and promotion of contraceptive methods US
legalised abortion in 1973

At this point Dr Ligaya listed out the fruits of Sexual
Reyolution in the US as

800pc increase in abortion
133pc increase in divorce
214pc in suicide rate
475pc increase in illegitimate birth
500pc increase in child abuse
214pc increase in single parent families
245pc increase in venereal disease VD
279pc increase in live in partnership

Quoting a study of contraceptive business Dr Ligaya said
PPFA makes over 65 million dollars a year being profit from
the sale of birth control devices Contraceptives are a multi
billion dollar industry because they profit from children hav
ing sex They tell people to practise safe sex by using condoms
and other forms of contraception

At this juncture she warned that counting on condoms is
actually flirting with death saying that studies observed leak
age of HIV sized particles in 33 per cent of condoms

And condoms do not offer protection for diseases that are
transmitted by skin to skin contact such as Human Papilloma
Virus HFV which causes cervical cancer

Dr Ligaya who visited Thailand in 2007 drew attention to
the fact that countries with the highest use of condoms have
the world s highest HIV AIDS rate

Thailand has 100 per cent Condom Use Programme where
condoms arrive by shiploads Yet the initial 112 cases of
HIV AIDS in that country have now increased to more than a
million cases

Similarly there is an exploding AIDS epidemic in
Cambodia where HIV AIDS cases soared from 14 in 1994 to
more than 16 000 in 2001

And despite condom distribution in the United States Dr
Ligaya said teen pregnancy increased and likewise birth
because of condom failure

While visiting Korea this year she learned that the high
use of contraceptives was causing one in two marriages to end
in divorce over five years ofmarriage
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